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Imagine The Possibilities...
For complete Maxim 3000® specifications visit www.satelliteindustries.com or speak with an area manager.
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Takes you where no portable has gone before

The Maxim 3000® is a rare combination of form and function
never seen in the portable industry. Its sleek, contemporary style raises
the bar in portable design. Yet, its ease of handling and maintenance

makes it the most functional portable ever.

We took the greatest care in researching the handling techniques
field operators use and then created the ultimate handling toilet.

No matter where you reach on the Maxim 3000® you’ll find a ready
handhold. We incorporated deep, wide handholds along the roof,

base, and vertically on each corner, without sacrificing
the stylish look of the Maxim 3000®.

In creating a sleek design, we built a toilet that takes half the time to
clean, and stays that way longer. Its smooth walls, quick drain floor,
and our exclusive single location drain and refill port dramatically
reduces labor costs in the field and gives users a better experience.

The Maxim 3000® is a fully blow-molded toilet, eliminating over
half the parts used in traditional toilets, most of your maintenance

concerns and almost all of your inventory needs. We tested the entire
unit to guarantee that the quality is equal to our reputation. We
dropped it hundreds of times – it bounced back. We slammed the

door 150,000 times (and counting) – no problem. We kicked it, we
beat it, we dropped it. In short, the Maxim 3000® stood up to the
toughest conditions we could imagine and it withstood them all.

Personal affects shelf,
large enough for a
woman’s purse fits
neatly in the corner
without cluttering
the interior.

Gender specific plaques help you
distinguish your portables and

appeal to specific markets.

Low profile,
multi-fold towel

dispenser fits
anywhere and

refills in a snap.

Our sleek, smooth
soap dispenser is
available in 800 ml
or 1000 ml, easy to
load cartridges.

Specifically designed lift
harness lets you move and
place portable with over-

head cranes. Crafted from
corrosion resistant

air craft cables.

Low profile handwash with
foot pump integrates seamlessly

with the Maxim 3000®

interior. Extra large basin
is highly polished for

easy cleaning.

Optional model
with full forearm

basin.

Custom decals are available in any color to
let you personalize your portables with
company name, phone number or slogan.

Accessories
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Maxim 3000® is available in five colors to help you create a custom look.

Decals can be personalized with your custom message.

Teal Royal Granite Forest
Green Sand
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Flush & Wash models come
with complimentary plaque
for easy identification.

An unbreakable, polished
stainless steel vanity
mirror is easily mounted
and adds a touch of class
to any portable.
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Exclusive blow molding
technology produces smooth
walls inside and out. Cross
ribbing between wall panels

provides unbeatable
strength and stability,

and eliminates exterior
support ribs which col-

lect dirt and grime.

Unique, vandal-proof,
heavy-duty springs are
recessed in the top and

bottom of the door to give it
extra wind resistance

and assure a smooth, tight
fit.

Cascading wall vents
allow air to circulate freely,

while keeping rain out.

Designed For Easy Handling In Every Situation.

Extra-wide roof handholds on
the sides and rear give you
extra leverage for tipping.

Heavy-duty, vandal proof
springs at the top and bot-
tom assure a smooth fit and
keep the door shut – even in

heavy winds.

Flush fit arched doorway
provides the tallest opening

of any portable.

Recessed areas are provided
in the door for operator

customization and
gender designation.

Cascading wall vents circulate
air while keeping rain out.

We watched hundreds of operators move portables on and off trucks, around the yard, and at
the site. We learned their techniques first hand and designed the ultimate handling portable.
We’ve added grips under the base and handholds on the roof. We’ve sculpted deep grooves
from top to bottom on all four-corners. Whether you’re trailering the Maxim 3000®, dragging
it, or maneuvering it into position, no matter where you reach, you’ll get a grip on the
Maxim 3000® – from any angle and in every situation.

With its stunning look, the Maxim 3000® is certainly a premium toilet, but priced to compete
with standard straight drop units. It gives the operator the quality and durability they expect
from Satellite Industries along with the contemporary styling that shows our commitment to
leading the industry in product development.

As a straight drop unit, you’ll find no better value than the Maxim 3000® for it’s easy handling,
durability and ease of maintenance. However, its greatest value is in the

flushing model.
The Maxim 3000® was ingeniously designed to
become a flushing unit while keeping the cost
at an industry low. Our exclusive three-piece
base gives the Maxim 3000 a strong, sturdy
foundation and also serves as the fresh water
tank for a flush unit. The built-in runners are
replaceable.

The Best Value In Portables By Far.

The Maxim 3000® has the most spacious interior of any portable,
because of the hidden wall supports. Its ultra-smooth interior
remains clean with no ledges to collect dirt and debris.

Finally, the Flush accessory has become truly affordable. Thanks to
our new design and technology, adding a flush unit
to a Maxim 3000® is becoming virtually standard equipment.

Maxim 3000® Specifications

Engineered For Style
Strength And Easy Maintenance.

Runners are angled to aid in
tipping and dragging. Wider

grooves on the bottom hook to
trailer edge and eliminate slip-

ping when loading.

Deep, recessed hand grips
from top to bottom on all
four corners make it easy

for operators to maneuver.

Exclusive blow molding
technology creates super
strong walls that have a
smooth contemporary look
and are easy to clean.

Our revolutionary new
Outlet/Inlet port and

optional drain plug make it
easy to drain and refill the unit

from the same location and
vacuum out fresh water.

Maxim 3000® is available in five colors
to help you create a custom look.

Dimensions inches mm
Width (outside runners) 44 1118
Width (inside runners) 34 864
Depth (runners) 48 1219
Depth (cabana) 44.7 1135
Height (Roof) 90 2286
Height (Vent Pipe) 90 2286
Height (roof hand grip) 85 2159
Seat Height 20.5 521
Urinal lip height 23 584
Door opening height 76 1930
Door opening width 24.5 622

Door opening angle (degrees) 140 140
Floor area (square inches/sq cm) 915 5903

Weight pounds Kg
Flush Unit 225 102
Base Unit 185 84.1
Flush 5.06 2.3
Handwash 14.5 6.59
Mirror Kit .30 .13
Soap Dispenser Kit (wo/soap) 1.1 .46
Paper Towel Disp. Kit 3.34 1.51
Paperguard Kit 1.23 .55
Shelf Kit 1.0 .45
Gender Indicator Kit .25 .11
Wet Lift Kit 11.80 5.35

Capacity gallons liters
Waste tank (straight drop) 70 264.9
Waste tank (flush model) 37.2 140.8
Fresh tank 19 71.9
Handwash tank 9.7 36.7

fluid oz. mm
Flush liquid per stroke 5.5 163
Handwash water per stroke 2.1 62.1

All specifications subject to change without notice.
Dimensions and capacities numbers are nominal and may

vary slightly from numbers shown.

The Maxim 3000® is manufactured with exclusive blow molded technology making it the smoothest,
strongest, easiest to clean toilet ever built. Plus Maxim 3000® uses only three types of fasteners and has
only a handful of parts. Imagine the savings you’ll enjoy in maintenance and reduction in parts inventory.

Contemporary look
and styling.

Blow molded, double-walled roof
withstands heavy snow and ice.

Specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.
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